Orientational coupling enhancement in a carbon nanotube dispersed liquid crystal.
We present a detailed study of a dilute suspension of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in a pentylcyanobiphenyl (5CB) liquid crystal (LC) by probing the dielectric properties as a function of applied ac voltage and frequency. In principle, to minimize the elastic distortion in the nematic matrix, the monodispersed CNTs follow the nematic director without disturbing the director field significantly. A strong anchoring energy due to π-π electron stacking between LC-CNT molecules results in an increase in the dielectric anisotropy for the hybrid system, indicating a significant enhancement in the orientational order parameter. The frequency-dependent dielectric anisotropy for the composite system reveals the intrinsic frequency response of the LC-CNT anchoring mechanism. As a matter of consequence, the extracted value of splay elastic constant suggests that LC-CNT anchoring has an impact on the structural modification of the hybrid LC+CNT system. This strong anchoring energy stabilizes local pseudonematic domains, giving rise to a nonzero dielectric anisotropy in the isotropic phase that also shows an intrinsic frequency response.